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$4. INTRODUCTION 
LET 9 be the space of germs at 0 of C” functions which vanish at the origin. The group 9 
of germs at 0 of diffeomorphisms of R” which preserve the origin acts on F on the right by 
(h,f)+-+fo h-‘. The group _Y of germs at 0 of diffeomorphisms of R which preserve the 
origin acts on .F on the left by (h’,f)~h’ 0J 
Let 8 be the ring of germs at 0 of C” functions on W. Suppose thatfis an element of 
9 for which the ideal I, = 
( 
Y 
du, . . , ?. 
ax” > 
generated by the partial derivatives offcontains 
a power of the maximal ideal 1; = (x,, . . , x,) of 6’. Then Mather (see [4]) has shown that 
the orbits offunder W and under 9%’ x 049 are of finite codimension in 9. In fact, we have 
codimension a 0 f = n + dim A/// 
and 
codimension (2 x 9) of = n + dim A/(1, + f *tpl) 
where f *fp, is the pull-back of the ring B, of germs at 0 of C” functions on W which vanish 
at the origin. 
To compare these two invariants one must compute the dimension of the real vector 
space 
(11 +f*a,Y~, 
and this amounts to finding the least positive power off which lies in the ideal Z/. Call this 
power the exponent off. 
It is clear in the one-variable case that the exponent off is one. In the two-variable case 
Briancon [I] has shown that the exponent is bounded by two as f varies. It was guessed for a 
while (see [3, p. 2011) that two is a bound for the exponent in the general case as well. 
However, with the aid of M. Golubitsky and M. Shub, I was able to show that the 
function 
f =m(x, ... x,y + 2xim + . . + 2X”” 
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with M 2 2n + 1 has exponent n. A natural conjecture is that in general the exponent is 
bounded by the number of variables, n.i 
I wish to thank IM. Golubitsky, M. Shub and J. Mather for their suggestions. 
$2. THE EXAMPLE 
We do our calculatious in the ring A = R[[x,, . . , , x,]] of formal power series in 
n-variables with real coefficients. Let 
f= m(x, .-.x,)2 + 2xim + ... + 2xnm withm>2n+ 1. 
The ideal I f = af 2x, ’ . . . ’ 
fn = x,(x1 .*. x,_1)2 + X,m-l. 
Note that f differs from (2n - rn)xlm by an element of I,. because 
f = (2n - rn)xlm + mx, fi + 2(x2 f2 - xIfi) + . . . + 2(x, fn - xlfi). 
It follows that 
fkEI/OX,“kEIJ. (1) 
It is easy to show that xlmn lies in the ideal I,, so that the exponent off is bounded by n. 
Consider the system of n equations 
(Ei) (Xi ... x,)2 = -xim + Xifi for i = 1, . . . , n. 
From the product of these equations it follows that 
(Xi . . . X”)‘” = (- l)“(x, . . xJm + element of 1,. 
Hence 
(x1 . . . x,yy1 + (x1 . . . X,)m-2”] E If. 
But the coefficient in brackets above is a unit in the formal power series ring A. Hence 
(Xi . . * xp is an element of 1,. From the equation (E,) raised to the nth power it now 
follows that xlmn also is an element of 1/. 
We shall now show thatJ “-l does not lie in the ideal I/. The lemma below enables one 
to transform the ideal II so that the question of containment in I, becomes easier to answer. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that gr, . . . , gn and t,, . . , t, are elements of A and that M is an 
n x n matrix with coefficients in A such that 
t J. BriBncon and H. Skoda have announced a proof of this conjecture, to appear in Compfes Rendus. 
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Assume that the ideal (gl, . . gJ is Al-primary. Then ,cx is cm element of the ideal (tl, . . t,) 
if and only if x det(!LJ) is an element of the ideal (gl, . . . , g,). 
ProoJ We use formal properties of the n-variable residue symbol (see 12, pp. 195-1991). 
The residue 
i-2 dx, A . A dx, 
,* . . . . r * I 
(2) 
vanishes for all elements i. in A if and only if 2 lies in the ideal (tl, . . , t,). Similarly, the 
residue 
Res,,, 
iz det(,W) dx, A . . A dx, 
91. ...ygn I 
(3) 
vanishes for all i. in A if and only if a det(&J) lies in the ideal (gr, . . . , g,). But the residue 
symbol transforms so that the residue in (2) equals the residue in (3). This proves the lemma. 
Remark. A proof of this lemma for the cases where we will be using it may be given 
without using the residue symbol. Suppose first that fiJ is an elementary matrix with l’s on 
the diagonal and exactly one non-zero entry off the diagonal. Then det(M) = 1 and M has 
an inverse with entries in A. Thus the ideals (tl, . . . , t,) and (gr, . . . , g,) are equal and it is 
clear that the lemma holds. 
Next suppose that M is a diagonal matrix havin, 0 one diagonal entry b # 0 and the 
other diagonal entries equal to one. We may as well change the order of the generators of 
the ideals in question so that gi = ti for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 and that gn = bt,. Now det(M) = b 
and it is clear that if z is an element of (t,, . . . , t,) then brl is an element of (tl, . . . , tn_-l, bt,). 
Conversely, if bx is an element of (tl, . . . , tn_l, bt,) then by subtracting a suitable 
multiple of bt, from ba we find that say, 
bu - ubt, E (tl, . . . , t,_l). (4) 
We assume that (tl, . . , t,_,, bt,) contains a power of &!; hence (tl, . , tn-l, 6) also contains 
a power of,K. It follows that t,, . . . , tn_lr b is an A-sequence (see [5, Appendix 61) so that in 
particular b is not a zero-divisor in the quotient ring A/(t,, . . _, t,_l), Now (4) implies that 
c( - nt, is an element of (tl. . . . , t,_l). Hence Y is an element of (tl, . . , tn) and the lemma 
holds once again. 
Finally, it is easy to see that Lemma 1 is valid when the matrix M is a product of the 
two types of elementary matrices considered above. 
We may now transform from the ideal II to the ideal J = (fr, xZm - xlm, . . . , xnm - xlm). 
By applying Lemma 1 with 2 = .~r~(~-‘) and 
we see that 
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Next it is convenient to “ homogenize ” the ideal in question. If .u! is an ideal of A. 
denote by d* the ideal generated by all the initial forms (that is, homogeneous parts of 
lowest degree) of elements of d (see [5, pp. 219-X0]). The ideal ZS’* is called the leading 
ideal of d. 
LEMMA 2. h?? d = (tI, . . , t,) be an ideal of A. Suppose that the initialforms tl*, . . , t,* 
of the elements t,, . . . . t, generate an Jk’-primary ideal. Then tI*, . . . , t,* actually generate 
the leading ideal sl* of d. 
Proof. Let C#J be an element of r;P and choose from among all representations of $ 
in the form 
4 = c,t, + ‘.. + c,t, (6) 
one for which d = minimum {degree (c,t,), . . . , degree (c, t,)) is as large as possible. Let $* 
be the initial form of 4. 
If the initial forms of each term on the right of (6) do not cancel each other, then 
C#J* = c,*tl* + . . . + c,* t,* where 
c.* = 
’ 1 
initial form of ci if degree (ci ti) = d 
0 if degree (ci ti) > d. 
Hence $* is in the ideal (tl*, . . . , fn*), as desired. 
We may therefore assume that 
q*t,* + ... +c*t*=O ” n (7) 
with ci* as above. But the ideal (tl*, . . . , in*) is &‘-primary, so that t,*, . . . , t,* is an 
A-sequence ([5, Appendix 61). That is, ti* is not a zero divisor in the quotient ring 
4(t,*, . . * 9 ti*_l)fori=l,..., n. Hence the equation (7) implies that we may write 
Cl 
* 
I:/ 
t1 
* 
=H I 
I I c,* t,* 
where H is an anti-symmetric n x n matrix with entries in A which are homogeneous. 
If we let 
4 4 
/:I I/ i 
=H ; 
t” 
then the anti-symmetry of H will imply that b,t, f ... + b, t, = 0. Hence 
6, = (cl - b,)t, + . . . + (c, - b,)t, . (8) 
Furthermore, either the degree of ci ti and the degree of bi ti are both greater than d or cI 
and bi have the same initial form. Hence degree (Ci - bi)ti > d for all i = 1, . . , n. Now 
the existence of the representation (8) contradicts the maximality of d in the representation 
(6), and the lemma is proved. 
The element xlm(“-‘)x2 . . . x, is its own initial form, so that 
Xl 
m(n-1) 
x2 . ..x”EJ~X.m(“-l)X2...,~~EJ*. (9) 
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Furthermore, for m 2 2n + 1, the initial forms of the generators of J are x1(x2 . . . x,,)I, 
x2 m m - x1 ) . . . , X” m - xlm and they do generate an A-primary ideal. Hence they generate the 
leading ideal J*. 
Modulo the ideal J*, we have xlm 3 xim for i = 2, . . . , n. Therefore 
XI 
m(n- 1) 
x2 . .x,EJ*ox~~+‘....~,~+‘EJ*. (10) 
We may now use Lemma 1 to transform the maximal ideal A to the ideal J*. From 
Lemma 1 with a = 1 and 
we see that 
xl(xz . . . xJ2 (x2 . . . xJ2 0 
x2 
m - Xlrn -x m-1 m-l 1 x2 = 
X,m - Xlrn --x m-1 I 0 ‘x/-l 
x2 
m+l ...x m+l 
n EJ*~~EA. 
Xi 
X2 
X” 
(11) 
Following along through (I), (5) (9), (10) and (11) we see thatf”-’ is not a member of 
1,. Hencef has exponent n. 
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